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ABSTRACT 

A HIGH TEMPERATURE PRESSURE SENSOR BASED ON MAGNETIC 
COUPLING AND SILICON WAFER BONDING 

by 
Deguang Zhu 

In this thesis, the design and fabrication of a bulk micromachined and wafer bonded 

pressure sensor for high temperature applications is described. The device design is based 

on the magnetic coupling principle as described by the Biot-Savart law. By combining the 

mechanical properties of single crystal silicon with magnetic coupling, the designed sensor 

can be operated up to 600°C. The key components within the sensor are two inductive 

coils, a silicon diaphragm and a hermetic vacuum cavity. 

The modeling based on a nine-turn single level coil device and a 300 µm x 300 

diaphragm indicates an output rms voltage range of 70 mV with an input current of 100 

mA and frequency of 200 MHz at pressures ranging from 0 kPa to 300 kPa for a 

sensitivity of 11 µV/mA.MHzkPa at 300°C. The output voltage doubles to 150 mV at 

600 °C for the same pressure range. Experiments on 6-turn single-level aluminum foil coils 

showed a linear decrease in output with the reduction in coil dimensions as the Young's 

modulus decreases. Experiments indicate that double-level or multi-level coils give 

substantially larger output. 

The sensor fabrication plan combines standard IC processing, anistropic etch of 

silicon and silicon wafer bonding. A KOH solution is used to etch the silicon and define 

the diaphragm. The diaphragm is formed by a boron diffusion technique. The diaphragm 

thickness is controlled by the diffusion depth and etch-stop technology. The silicon wafer 

bonding uses sputtered Pyrex as an intermediate adhesive layer. Pyrex has good thermal 

expansion of coefficient with that of silicon. This would ensure a good thermal match 

between the silicon and glass together with a good thermal stability at high temperatures. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 	Brief Review 

Similar to integrated circuit, sensor and transducer technology has advanced very fast in 

the past ten years. Used as a mechanical material, silicon has many applications[1-8]. 

Silicon-based pressure sensors are among the most widely and successfully developed 

applications in microsensors. Silicon is not only used as mechanical material, but it can 

also be used as an active electronic component, such as piezoresistor. Transducers for 

pressure are among the oldest microsensors that are realized in silicon and are devices for 

which the demand continues to be very high. Specific designs and mounting arrangements 

very considerably ranging from small, sensitive, catheter-tip transducers used within the 

heart to the larger, more rugged devices needed for industrial process control. However, 

in spite of the wide range of applications, only a few approaches dominate development 

efforts in silicon. Piezoresistive structures have been the traditional basis for such 

transducers, offering small size, excellent linearity over a wide dynamic range and 

moderately high pressure sensitivity. These kinds of sensor devices usually include diffused 

resistors integrated as a Wheatstone Bridge. Figure 1.1 shows the top view of such a 

typical piezoresistive pressure sensor[2] . The resistors are arranged symmetrically such 

that one pair of resistors in an opposite position experiences longitudinal stress and the 

other pair of resistors experiences transverse stress when the diaphragm is deflected by an 

applied pressure. The stress associated with deflection alters the carrier mobility in the 

resistors, giving rise to their pressure sensitivity. In this way, pressure is measured. Since 

these devices normally use the p-n junction for electrical isolation, they, in general, can 

only be operated at temperatures lower than 150°C. This is because of the intrinsic high 

temperature sensitivity of the diffused resistors and p-n junctions. An increasingly used 



Figure 1.1 A typical piezoresistive pressure sensor [ 

Figure 1.2 A three dimensional view of a ultra-sensitive capacitive pressure sensors [ 5 ] 
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pressure sensor[  is the capacitive-type device. Figure 1.2 shows a typical capacitive-type 

pressure sensor in top view. These sensors are typically the traditional parallel-plate 

capacitor with one diaphragm plate movable under the stress of pressure. These parallel 

plates are usually glass/silicon or silicon/silicon. As pressure variations move the 

diaphragm, the sensor's capacitance changes. Pressure is measured through the movement 

of a diaphragm. A category of pressure sensors are based on the natural resonance of the 

resonant beam tethered on one end, as shown in figure 1.3[71. When the pressure is 

applied, the resonant frequency of the beam changes. The change in resonant frequency 

reflects the change in pressure. A fourth category of pressure sensors are quantum 

mechanical tunneling-baseddevices, as shown in figure 1.4[81. The example sensor is 

constructed with a tunneling tip supported by a glass substrate and sealed by a silicon 

diaphragm and the glass substrate. Initially , the beam is deflected up, by applying a static 

bias voltage between it and diaphragm and producing an electrostatic force, to bring the 

tip close enough to the counter-electrode on the diaphragm. When an external pressure P 

is applied the diaphragm deflects, and the tunneling current will change at a constant V. 

All the above mentioned sensors have their advantages and disadvantages. They all have 

been designed to operate at temperatures lower than 200 °C, although the tunneling gauge 

is potentially useful for higher temperatures. 

1.2 Objective of This Thesis 

To meet the high temperature applications, several papers have reported pressure sensors 

suitable for temperatures around 350°09-131  However, these reported sensors are 

basically the modifications of the existing devices such as piezoresistive and capacitive 

sensors are not applicable at even higher temperatures.  



Figure 1.3 Cutway view of a resonant microbeam. The sectional view in (a) shows the 
microbeam inside its vacuum-cavity enclosure with a central electrode and a position 
sensing microbeam at one end [ 7 
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Figure 1.4 A two-level bulk-silicon tunneling-based pressure sensor [8] 
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For even higher temperature applications, this thesis describes a device based on 

magnetic coupling for a new generation of pressure sensors. The device is based on 

magnetic coupling and transformer actions. Based on this concept we describe the design 

and fabrication of this new device. Two major steps involved in the device fabrication are 

wafer bonding and backside etch. There they will be discussed in detail. The active 

elements are metal inductors which are sealed in a cavity by handle wafer and a cap 

diaphragm. 

1.3 Chapter Synopsis 

This thesis includes 10 chapters. Chapter 2 following the introduction in chapter 1 will 

give a physical description of the sensor device. The principle, design concept and device 

modeling will be presented in chapters 3 through chapter 6. Chapter 7 through chapter 8 

describe the specific design, fabrication of the sensor device. 	The chapter 9 is 

experimental data. The final chapter 10 is the conclusion. Key processing steps such as 

backside etching for diaphragm formation and wafer bonding will be discussed in a more 

detailed way. The physical masks are included in the Appendices. 



CHAPTER 2 

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION OF SENSOP. DEVICE 

The high temperature sensor described in this thesis adopts a concept based on magnetic 

coupling. It is constructed with two major parts-a diaphragm and two metal inductive 

coils. The coils constitute the electrical functioning part and the diaphragm plays the 

mechanical part of the sensor device. Figure 2.1 shows a cross section view of the sensor 

device. The primary coil sits in the cavity etched down to the handle wafer, and the 

secondary coil sits on the boron diffused diaphragm on the top wafer. Both the handle 

wafer and the top wafer are N-type (100) single crystal silicons. The two coils are sealed 

in the cavity with one positioned to directly face using silicon wafer bonding technique. 

With the completion of the etch back of the top wafer, the boron diffused area is retained 

due to the etching stop at the heavy boron diffused area to create the thin diaphragm. 

The contact pads for both primary coil and secondary coil are realized by using buffered 

HT to etch away the Pyrex glass and the oxide layers. Finally the bonded wafer 

compositeis diced into small discrete chips. In this way, a complete sensor device is 

realized. 

Figure 2.2 shows a three dimensional view of two coils. The top one is the 

secondary coil and the lower one is the primary coil. The secondary coil is directly above 

the primary coil. Figure 2.3 shows the three dimensional view of a sensor device. The 

diaphragm is a boron doped crystalline silicon and is formed by etch stop technique using 

wet anisotropical etching. A cavity is sealed under the diaphragm at the time of wafer 

bonding and the final before etch back. 

7 
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Figure 2.1 Cross sectional view of MCHTPS sensor. (I). silicon diaphragm (2).silicon 
dioxide (3).secondary coil (4).intermediate glass layer (5).contact pad for secondary coil 
(6).primary coil (7).silicon dioxide (8).silicon substrate (9).contact for primary coil 
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Figure 2.2 Schematic three dimensional view of the primary and secondary coil 

Figure 2.3 Schematic view of the magnetic coupled high temperature pressure sensor 



CHAP 11,R 3 

REALIZATION OF A HIGH TEMPERATURE PRESSURE SENSOR 

3.1 Voltage Transformer 

It is well known from the Biot-Savart law that when two metal coils are brought closer, 

the alternative current applied to one coil ( primary coil ) will induce an voltage output in 

the other coil( secondary coil ). The output in the secondary coil depends on the frequency 

and the amplitude of current in the primary coil as well as the distance between the two 

coils. This is the magnetic coupling principle. It is utilized in a high temperature pressure 

sensor in this thesis to link the mechanical and electrical actions. Figure 3.1 shows two 

coils separated by a distance or gap g. Any change in gap g either mechanically or 

electrically will result in a change in the induced voltage output in the passive ( secondary 

) coil. Therefore, a voltage transformer is realized. This has been used by OMEGA(13)  and 

others as the basis for a commercial product line of pressure sensors. 

3.2 Realization of a High Temperature Pressure Sensor 

As mentioned in section 3.1, a voltage transformer was used by OMEGA as pressure 

sensors. The OMEGA pressure sensor utilized nickel-iron as coil material. This material is 

not stable at high temperatures. In this thesis, the proposed pressure sensor is made 

primarily of two metal films vacuum sputtered and IC patterned into coils. From the 

previous discussion and figure 2.1 and figure 3.1, the•two coils are shaped in the exact 

way, with same size and same turns. One coil is just above another with a gap g. The 

handle wafer and diaphragm are both made of crystalline silicon. The primary coil lies in a 

cavity and is isolated from the handle wafer by a thermally grown silicon dioxide layer. 

The secondary coil sits on the diaphragm and is also isolated by a thermally grown silicon 

10 
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Figure 3.1 Schematic view of two metal coils separated by a gap g. 

dioxide layer. Two wafers are bonded through a Pyrex glass(#7740 Corning Glass 

Company) layer. Output contact pads are automatically revealed with the completion of 

the diaphragm formation by the wet chemical etching and dip in buffered HF. Two coils 

are symmetrically arranged. Coil material can be arbitrarily chosen, from aluminum for 

sensor operation at temperatures around 300°C, to silicides such as tantalum 

siiicide(TaSi 2  ), tungsten silicide(WSi 2  ), platinum silicide(PtSi 2  ), and high temperature 

metals such as palladium and platinum for applications at temperatures above 600°C. In 

this thesis, PtSi 2  is chosen for sensor operations above 600°C. PtSi, is chosen based on 

two reasons: 1) PtSi 2  is a high temperature material stable at 800 °C, and 2) PtSi, can be 

directly wire bonded. This is critical in many circumstances in micromechanical sensor 

devices which will be discussed later. 

Because there is no p-n junction in this sensor and all materials used for the device 

can withstand high temperature, the pressure sensor can be operated at temperatures 

above 600°C. The limiting factor is the onset of plastic creep in the silicon itself. 

Furthermore, the symmetrical arrangement in the sensor design also enhances temperature 

stability at high temperature applications. 
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The fabrication of the sensor is firstly to etch out a cavity in the handle wafer by wet 

anisotropical chemical etching. Alternatively, the top wafer is heavily boron diffused to 

define the diaphragm area. After a thermal oxide is grown on both handle wafer and top 

wafer, a metal layer is sputter deposited onto the two wafers. Following this, both 

primary and secondary coils are patterned. The following step is to deposit a low 

temperature glass intermediate layer of thickness around 1µm onto the top wafer. This is 

done by sputtering. The glass layer thickness is chosen to be thicker than the thickness of 

two coil metal layers combined together for good bonding. Then the handle wafer and the 

top wafer are carefully aligned and pressed together, and then treated at 900°C for 15 

minutes. The glass selected is Corning 7740 and it has the thermal expansion of 3.4 x 

10-6/K and is close to that of silicon(2.6x10-6/K). Because the coil metal layer is thin 

compared with the glass layer, the property of this sandwich structure is mainly governed 

by silicon substrate and the glass layer. This would ensure the thermal stability of the 

sensor device at high temperatures. The final sensor chip will result after back etch of the 

top wafer, as shown in figure 2.1. 

3.3 Sensor Operation 

The pressure sensor described in this thesis operates by the principle of electromagnetic 

induction. An alternative current passes through the primary coil, generating a magnetic 

field that creates a flux and an induced voltage in the secondary coil. Upon the application 

of pressure on the diaphragm, the diaphragm is stressed and the gap between the two coils 

will change, and therefore changing the induced voltage on the secondary coil. In this 

way, the change in applied pressure is measured. 



(4-2) 

(4-3) 
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and 

CHAPTER 4 

MAGNETIC MODELING OF THE SENSOR DEVICE 

In the previous chapters, we have presented a physical description of the sensor device. In 

this chapter, we will describe the principles for sensor device operation. 

4.1 Sensor Fundamentals-Biot-Savart Law 

When two metal coils are aligned in close proximity with a gap g, a current passing 

through one coil will induce a voltage output in another coil. This is the well known Biot-

Savart electromagnetic induction principle. This lays the foundations for our high 

temperature pressure sensor. The arrangement of the two coils was shown in figure 2.2 

and figure 3.1. 

Figure 4.1 shows any straight sections of a coil with origin set at the center of the section 

of the primary coil. Assuming a line coil model and that the current I passes through 

the primary coil, 	the defferential magnetic flux density dB produced at any point P 

in the plane of secondary coil can be expressed as 

(4-1) 

where µ is the permeability of air and r is distance between current element dl 

and point P . This is known as Biot-Savart law. r is the unit vector and is written as 



primary coil 

secondary coil 

y 
Idg 

P(x',y',-g) 

Figure 4.1 Biot-Savart set up 

where we have used the fact that dl is along x-direction and z-Z= g. We can see that the 

magnetic flux density components along x- and y-directions are parallel to the secondary 

coil plane. They do not contribute to the magnetic flux passing through the secondary coil 

and therefore do not induce voltage output in the secondary coil. Thus only the 

component along z-direction contributes to magnetic flux 4) through secondary coil plane. 

Therefore, we need to consider only the z-direction component dB, i.e. 

dBz 	(y- y')dx 
r3  

(4-4) 

with the above coordinate set-up, y has been chosen equal to 0. The magnetic flux density 

at any point P(x',y',-g) in the secondary coil can be obtained by integrating dBz in the 

secondary coil plane with respect to x from -1/2 to +1/2. We have 

14 



(4-5) 
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where l is the length of the coil section concerned. Based on the calculations done by 

Okojie[33]  that the current passing that coil section contributes mainly in the nearest coil 

area abounding to it, we can use the infinity length model as a first order approximation. 

By letting l=∞ and integrating with respect to x from -∞ to +∞, we get the magnetic flux 

density at distance y' from the coil section concerned as 

(4-6) 

However, a finite length model should be used to get more accurate result. By finishing 

the integration equation 4-5, we get the magnetic flux density at point P(x',y',-g) as 

(4-7) 

We will neglect the minus sign in equations (4-6) and (4-7) in the following calculations 

because we are interested only in its magnitude. The magnetic flux in the secondary coil 

can be obtained by integrating the magnetic flux density expressed in (4-7) over the whole 

secondary coil plane. The accurate calculation of magnetic flux is not simple because of 

the edge effect. However, we can reasonably assume that each coil section contributes 

only to the coil area facing to it. The whole coil can be segmented into different sections. 

Similar calculations can be done to all sections with the same or different length I. Under 

this assumption and by referring to figure 4.2, sections AD and ad contributes only 
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Figure 4.2. Top view of a coil with areas s1, s2, and s3 defined 

to area ADda ( area s3 equivalent ) and section AB contribute only to area 

s1(equivalent), section B"C' to area s2 (equivalent), etc. By symmetry, we have to 

consider only half of the coil and multiply by factor 2 later. For simplicity and clearness, 

we can use the infinity length model to show the variation of the magnetic flux density 

Bz(y') with the distance y' from the coil section concerned and the gap g. The results 

are shown in figure 4.3. 



(4-8) 
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We can see that the magnetic flux density decreases quickly with the distance y'. 

Therefore, as a first order approximation, we can get the magnetic flux Φ  in coil.2 plane 

by simply integrating Bz(y') with respect to x' from -L/2 to +L/2 and y' from 0 to b for 

infinity length model. The resulting magnetic flux is 

Figure 4.3 Magnetic flux density B(y') versus distance from coil section y' for 
infinity length model for different gaps 



(4-10) 

(4-11) 
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where 

L is the total length of the coil 

I = I0  sin (a) is the applied current in the primary coil 

Io  is the amplitude of the applied current signal 

co is the frequency of the applied current signal 

For finite length model, we have to use equation (4-7) to calculate the magnetic flux. 

With the assumptions mentioned above, the current flowing in the coil section only 

contributes to the magnetic flux (I) in the area facing to it. For example, coil section AB in 

figure 4.2 only contributes to Φ  in area ABCD (s 1), A'B'C'D' and A"B"C"D" , etc. Thus, 

the magnetic flux in coil area s1 produced by coil section AB is 

(4-9) 

Finishing the integration with respect to x', the equation (4-9) can be rewritten as 

[his integration can only be done in numerical way. Because section CD contributes the 

;ame amount to Φ1 in area s1, the above magnetic flux should be multiplied by a factor of 

2, i.e. 



(4-12) 

By similar argument, the magnetic flux produced in area s1 by the kth turn can be written 

as 

(4-14) 
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However, other coil sections parallel to section AB and CD also produce flux in area s1. 

Let 

the magnetic flux produced in area s1 by the nearest turn is 

(4-13) 

The magnetic flux produced in s1 by turn 3, turn 4, turn 5 and turn 6 will be denoted 

by Φ3, respectively. they are 
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Repeating the above steps, we can calculate magnetic flux for a coil of any number of 

turns. The total magnetic flux in area ABCD of a coil with n turns can be written as 

Φtl= Φ1 +Φ2 	+ Φ3 +Φ 4 +Φ5+Φ 6 I 	2 	3 	5 	6+  	(113/1 	 (4-15) 

Similarly, the total magnetic flux produced in area A'B'C'D' is 

Φt2= 	+2Φ ,+Φ3  + 	Φ n-i 	(4-16) 

and in area A"B"C"D", the total magnetic flux is 

Φt3 = +2Φ2  +2Φ3 + 

 

(4-17) 

 

etc.. Thus, the total magnetic flux produced in the coil by all coil sections parallel to 

sections AB and ab can be written as 

(4-18) 

For a coil with 6 turns 

01= 2(6-Φ1 +10.Φ2 +8. Φ3 + 6 . 	+4Φ 5  +2.Φ 6 ) 	 (4-19) 

It is noticed that we have treated the end side of the end turn coil section in the same as 

that of the sections parallel to it and assumed that the end side of the end turn is divided 

into two equal parts. In fact , we should replace e with 2l +b in f(y') for the end side coil 

section in the magnetic flux calculations contributed by that section. However, this should 

not produce much difference. Therefore, we simply leave it as it is. 

By similar analysis, we can obtain the magnetic flux produced in the secondary coil 

by coil sections AD, AD', A"D", ad, aid', a"d", and CB', C'B", cb, and c'b", etc. 	The 



(4-20) 

(4-21) 
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magnetic flux produced by coil sections perpendicular to coil section AB in the central 

aisle is 

The magnetic flux produced by the side coil sections perpendicular to coil section 

AB at side edges is 

for coil sections perpendicular to section AB at turn edges. The total magnetic flux in the 

coil can now be written as 

Φ  = (Φ  + Φ II +  Φ III 	(4-22) 

Based on the discussions in this section and equation (4-22), the relationship between 

magnetic flux and coil gap can be easily proved. 

4.2 Magnetic Flux Linkage with the Coil Gap 

It has already been shown that the magnetic flux density decreases sharply with the 

distance from the current carried coil. This suggests that only the nearest turns need to be 

considered in the magnetic flux calculations. This is true in all of calculations for different 

coils with different turns. In figure 4.4, the magnetic flux versus coil gaps is shown for a 

coil with 6 turns. Curve 1 represents the result from full calculation and curve 2 

considered only the nearest 2 turns in the magnetic flux calculation, i.e. only Φ1, Φ2 , and 

Φ3 were considered. It is known from the figure that there is negligible difference 

between the two curves. So it is enough to consider only the nearest two turns in our 
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calculations. In fact, the calculations for different coils with different turns show similar 

results. This will let us to consider only the nearest two turns in all magnetic flux 

calculations. 

Figure 4.5 shows the magnetic flux versus coil gaps for different coils with different 

turns. As the turns increase, the magnetic flux increases. This can be easily understood 

because the increase in turns means the increase in coil area and coil length. More 

magnetic flux will be produced in the secondary coil plane. The increase in turns also 

means the increase in diaphragm area. 

Figure 4.4 Magnetic flux versus mechanical gaps for a coil with 6 turns. Curve 1 is from 
the full calculations including all turns and curve 2 represents the results with only two 
nearest turns considered in the calculations 
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4.3 Voltage Output Vo Calculation 

The output voltage Vo in the secondary coil, by definition, is the differentiation of the 

magnetic flux with respect to time. This is obtained by differentiating the both sides of 

equation 4-22. This is expressed as 
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(4-23) 

----cdocos(cot)E(g) 

where 

(4-24) 

Figure 4.6 shows the output voltage as a function of coil gaps. Following 

parameters are used in the calculations: 

f=200 MHz 

Io=100 mA 

Although single level coils are used for calculation, the results shown here are consistant 

with that obtained from double level coils by Okojie[34]. 
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As the magnetic flux Φ depends on the coil parameters, so does the output voltage 

Vo. It is also apparent that the output voltage depends on the frequency and the amplitude 

of the applied current in the primary coil. The above calculations assumed a finite length 

coil. By choosing the frequency and the amplitude of the applied current and coil 

parameters, a specific output in the secondary coil can be obtained. Equation 4-24 lays the 

guideline for the design of a specific magnetic coupled high temperature pressure sensor. 

Figure 4.6 Voltage output Vo as a function of coil gap g for different coils with 
different turns 



CHAPTER 5 

MECHANICAL DESIGN OF THE SENSOR DEVICE 

5.1 Overview 

For micromechanical applications, a material should satisfy some basic requirements: 1) its 

Young's modulus should be reasonably high so that it can retain its elasticity and has little 

hysteresis in responding an applied load within a certain load range, 2) the definition and 

micromachining of the device shapes and patterns should be controllable in a easy way, 3) 

preferably, the techniques for device production as a whole should be capable of high 

precision and be amenable to miniaturization. 

It has already been shown that silicon could fulfill the above mentioned 

requirements. Used as a mechanical material, silicon was thoroughly reviewed by K. 

Peterson{1]  in 1982. In the past decade, silicon played a crucial role and many successful 

applications in micromechanical device development has been demonstrated. Firstly, there 

is a well established technology for silicon microelectronics, and secondly, this same 

technology can equally be exploited in the design and manufacture of a wide spectrum of 

miniature mechanical devices and components. There are a variety of reports of successful 

stories about the micromechanical devices realized by silicon microfabrication[14-18], 

Therefore, silicon is also chosen in this thesis as the basic material for the high temperature 

pressure sensor. In order to use silicon, p-n juctions have been eliminated from the design. 

5.2 Deflection of a Loaded Thin Square Diaphragm 

It is well established by S. P. Timoshenko that the center deflection of a clamped thin 

square diaphragm under a uniform load ( such as pressure ) is expressed by the equation 

below[19]  

(5-1) 
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where 

a=0.0138 

P= applied pressure on the diaphragm 

d=side length of the loaded thin square diaphragm 

E=Young's modulus 

h=diaphragm thickness 

Equation 5-1 governs the small deflection of a square thin diaphragm. This means 

that the maximum deflection of the diaphragm is less the thickness of the diaphragm. 

Figure 5.1 shows the deflection of a thin diaphragm versus the applied pressure. There is 

a linear response of the diaphragm deflection to the applied pressure, as is evidently 

predicted by Equation 5-1. 

Equation 5-1 established the critical standard in the design of thin square 

diaphragm pressure sensors. It determines that the maximum pressure can be applied onto 

the diaphragm to get a linear response. If, however, a large diaphragm deflection is 

expected, i.e. the maximum deflection of the diaphragm is larger than the thickness of the 

diaphragm, a different equation should be used instead of equation 5-1[18] . This case will 

not be discussed further here and only the small deflection is considered in this thesis. 

5.3 Mechanical Gap as a Function of Fluid Pressure 

In this section, we will establish the relationship between the mechanical gap and the 

applied pressure. When a pressure is applied onto a diaphragm, the diaphragm will deflect 

as it has been discussed in the previous section. If the original coil gap is go when there is 

no pressure applied on the diaphragm, the gap will change to g when pressure is applied 

onto the diaphragm according to the following equation: 



(5-3) 
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Figure 5.1 Diaphragm center deflection y as a function of applied pressure for a square 
diaphragm of side length d=300 µm and with different diaphragm thickness h as a 
parameter 

g=go- y (5-2) 

Figure 5.2 plots out the coil gap versus the differential pressure for a certain 

diaphragm thickness. The coil gap g deflects linearly with the applied pressure P, which is 

predicted by equation 5-3. If an applied pressure reaches a value such that the deflection 
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of the diaphragm equals original coil gap go, the coil gap becomes zero. This means that 

the diaphragm has deflected to its limit, to the ' touching ' the primary coil. The applied 

pressure at this point is the maximum pressure that can be measured using this sensor. 

Larger pressures over 400 kPa in using a sensor with diaphragm size of 300µm x 300 µm 

are overrange. 

Figure 5.2 Coil center gap g versus applied pressure P for different sized thin 
diaphragms but with the same diaphragm thickness h 



CHAPTER 6 

SENSOR DEVICE DESIGN 

The previous two chapters establish the basic principles for the sensor operation. This 

chapter will discuss the device design based on the established principles and equations in 

the previous two chapters. We will discuss the following issues: 1) output voltage as a 

function of fluid pressure, 2) pressure sensitivity, 3) output voltage as a function of coil 

parameters-turns n and pitches, and 4) temperature effects on device performances. 

6.1 Output Voltage as a Function of Fluid Pressure 

In this section, we will discuss the output voltage as a function of fluid pressure and other 

issues such as response linearity and pressure sensitivity. These issues are important to the 

device operation. They determine what useful range of the pressure can de measured and 

what accuracy the device is. In all, they determine the usability of a sensing device. Again 

only the transfer function calculation for small diaphragm deflection is considered in this 

chapter. 

6.1.1 Voltage Response to Fluid Pressure 

The transfer properties of a device is utmost essential to the usefulness of the device. In 

fact, what the transfer function calculation is that it essentially evaluates the induced 

output voltage Vo in the secondary coil by flowing an alternative current through the 

primary coil while pressure is uniformly applied on the diaphragm. In this regard, equation 

4-24 is related to coil gap and therefore to applied pressure through equation 5-3. For the 

sake of convenience, the output voltage equation is reintroduced here: 

(6-1) 
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(6-2) 

(6-3) 

where 

and 

Now the output voltage is expressed as a function of applied pressure. From this 

equation and equation 5-3, it is possible to analyze the response of the sensor output 

voltage to the applied pressure. 	We should recall that there is no explicit analytical 

expression for the output voltage. The applied pressure has to be substituted into 

equation 6-2 through equation 6-3 to get the output voltage Vo(P) from equation 6-1. 
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If the original coil gap g0  is chosen to be 2 urn, then the maximum applied pressure 

is determined by equation 6-3 such that g =O. If the applied pressure is higher than the 

applied pressure, the output voltage becomes seriously nonlinear, and incorrect results will 

be given out. This case should be avoided. On the other hand, the applied pressure 

should also large enough so that the output voltage should not fall into the noise level. 

This sets up the useful range that the sensor can be applied. 

Now, we come to the point to determine the response of the output voltage Vo(P) 

to the applied pressure. In this regard, the side length d, thickness h, and Young's 

modulus E are chosen at the fixed value. With the diaphragm side length d=300 urn, 

thickness h=5 µm, coil turns n=9, and Young's modulus of the diaphragm material (Si) 

E=190 GPa, the output voltage as a function of the applied pressure is plotted out in 

figure 6.1. For the current frequency f=200 MHz and the current magnitude Io=100mA, 

the maximum output voltage induced in the secondary coil is 272 mV at the applied 

pressure P= 400, at which the diaphragm deflection is 2 um, equal to the original coil gap. 

While at zero applied pressure differential, the output voltage( offset voltage ) is 78 mV. 

The dynamic output range is 194 mV. 

We see that an overrange condition will result if we want this device to measure the 

pressures larger than 400 KPa. This pressure is the maximum pressure the sensor can be 

used to measure. At this point, the magnetic flux almost fully passes through the 

secondary coil plane and the diaphragm has deflected to nearly touch the primary coil. 

Further increase in applying pressure will not increase the magnetic flux through the 

secondary coil plane. Therefore, there is no increase in output voltage in response to the 

applied pressure. This is shown in the figure 6.1 as almost a flattened output curve near 

the maximum pressure( 400 KPa ). 
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Figure 6.1 	Output voltage as a function of applied pressure for MCHTPS with the 
diaphragm area =300 x300 µm2 and thickness h=5 pm 

6.1.2 Device Response Linearity 

The response linearity determines what the accuracy of a device is, and what the measures 

such as circuitry compensation have to be taken to make the device accurate and 

applicable. In practical devices, we hope to get a linear output voltage in response to the 

input signal( applied pressure in our case ). The more linear the response, the less the 

circuitry compensation is required. However, all the physical properties of the material are 
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generally not linearly related to outside factor variations, the response of the output 

voltage to applied pressure is also not expected to be linear. This is clearly observed in 

figure 6.2. For commonly used pn-junction-based piezoresistive type pressure sensors, 

there are generally much more linear response characteristics than that of magnetic 

coupled inductive pressure sensors described in this thesis. However, the former can not 

operated at temperatures high than 150 °C, the later can work at temperatures up to 600° 

C. There is a trade-off between a linear response and high temperature operation. In 

figure 6.2, the calculated response is compared with a best fitted straight line response. 

This output characteristics suggest that different approach for circuit conditioning from 

that for piezoresistive type pressure sensor has to be taken in practical applications. 

6.1.3 Output Voltage Sensitivity to Applied Pressure 

Output voltage sensitivity to the applied pressure is another important factor in evaluating 

the sensor device characteristics. The analysis of this issue is done by taking the derivative 

of the output voltage expressed in equation 6-1 with respect to pressure. The output 

voltage is related to pressure through the diaphragm deflection. Therefore, by 

differentiating the output voltage with respect to pressure, we obtain the response 

sensitivity as 

According to equation 6-3 

(6-4) 

(6-5) 

(6-6) 



where 

(6-7) 

(6-8) 

Therefore 
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Again, the integration 6-8 can only be done in numerical way. Based on equations 

6-7 and 6-8, the output voltage sensitivity for a coil of 9 turns is shown in figure 6.3. 

For a coil of 9 turns, the output voltage sensitivity to the applied pressure is low at small 

applied pressures and increases slowly with the applied pressure at the beginning. The 

output voltage sensitivity begins to increase sharply at about 350 kPa, which corresponds 

to the 
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Figure. 6.2 The linearity of the output voltage to applied pressure differential 

coil gap g=0.3 p.m. This is coincided with the results from figure 6.1. This can be 

understood as follows: when the applied pressure is low, the diaphragm deflection is 

small and the magnetic flux through the secondary coil is small because the two coils are 

far apart. The induced voltage in the secondary coil is also small. When the applied 
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pressure is large enough such that the two coils come closer, the magnetic flux in the 

secondary coil plane becomes high,the induced voltage in the secondary coil also 

becomes large. 	However, the sensitivity decreases quickly to almost zero after 

experiencing a maximum, which corresponding to a diaphragm deflection close to the limit 

value. Once again, it shows that the voltage sensitivity is non-linear. 

6.1.4 The Effects of Coil Turns and Coil Pitches on the Output Voltage 

Device parameters affect the output performance. We have already shown in chapter 4 

that the output voltage depends greatly on the coil turns and therefore on the diaphragm 

dimensions. Figure 6.4 plots out the output voltage versus the applied pressure differential 

for different coil turns for a original coil gap of 2µm. It can be seen that more turns lead 

to higher output voltage. It is clearly indicated in the figure that moderate number of turns 

must be designed to obtain a reasonable output. But if the turn number is fewer than 9, 

the output is low. A coil of 9 or more turns will lead to reasonably high output. The 

number of turns reflects the dimension of diaphragms. More turns generally means larger 

diaphragms. This should be taken into consideration in the design of a specific MCHTPS. 

In our discussions, A coil of 9 turns is generally referred. 

Coil pitches also affect the output voltages. Figure 6.5 shows the output voltage 

versus applied pressure coils of 9 turns but with different coil pitches: one with coil line 

width of 2µm pitch of 10 pm, the other with coil line width of 4µm and pitch of 8µm. 

We could not see much difference in output voltage for these two devices. However, this 

does not necessarily mean that the line width and coil pitch do not affect the output 
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Figure 6.3 Output voltage sensitivity as a function of applied pressure for a sensor 

device of diaphragm area=300x300 µm2 , thickness h=5 µm  and original coil gap go  =2 

Pm 

voltages.As the coil pitch goes down to the value close to the coil gap, difference would 

occur. This could be understood from figure 4.3. If the coil pitch is close to or less than 

the coil gap, the magnetic flux contributed from the adjacent turns may become significant. 

This is a destructive component. This component is undesirable and should be avoided. 

The problems would also occur in the device fabrication if the coil pitch is too small 

because any misalignment between the two coils will translate into decrease of magnetic 
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flux and therefore the output voltage in the secondary coil. However, the requirement 

for coils alignment is not so stringent for the large coil pitches due to the fact that the 

magnetic flux density decreases quickly with the distance away from the current-carried 

coil and the magnetic flux contribution from the adjacent coil becomes small. So the 

design should include the considerations of these factors. 

The thing is that the large coil pitches and coil turns require a large diaphragm. 

There is a trade-off between device dimensions and coil turn number requirements. The 

specific application requirement asks for specific design considerations. 

Figure 6.4 Output voltage versus applied pressure differential for different coil turns 
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Figure 6.5 Output voltage versus pressure for devices with different coil pitches 
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6.2 Temperature Effects on the Sensor Performance 

There is virtually no physical property independent of temperature. Any properties of a 

material is temperature sensitive and this temperature dependence could affect the 

interpretation of the measured results. Temperature sensitivity of a thin film material 

usually results thermal stress in the films. For micromechanical devices, thermal stress 

causes changes of device characteristics with temperature. This will results in reliability 

problem. For high temperature applications, the temperature effects on the sensor 

performance is especially important. The main issue of our discussion in this section is 

that of the thermal stress, its effects on the output properties. 

6.2.1 Temperature Effects on the Stress of the Diaphragm 

Thermal stress exists in almost all composite layered structures. The main source of this 

stress comes from the mismatch of the thermal expansion properties of different materials. 

There are two types of stresses: one is compressive and the other is tensile. Figure 6.6a 

[20]  shows schematically the tensile stress in which the film on the substrate tends to 

expand. However, the compressive stress shown in the figure 6.6b indicates that the film 

on the substrate tends to constrict. 

Thermal stress has a profound effects on the device performance, especially at 

elevated temperatures. It directly affects the applicability and survivability of a device at 

high temperatures in one way or another. At high temperatures, thermal mismatch 

between layers and other components become more pronounced due to different thermal 

coefficients of expansion(TCE). The usual consequence is the short life span and 

subsequent failure of the device. 
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Figure 6.6. Sequence of events leading to (a) residual tensile stress in film; (b) residual 
compressive stress in film 

For the existing piezoresistive type pressure sensors, thermal effects have even 

larger effects on their performance because of the high temperature coefficient of 

resistance(TCR). 	Normally, external circuitry is usually adopted for temperature 

compensation[21]. However, at very high temperatures above, for example, 400 °C, 

circuitry compensation can become impractically troublesome. As the thermal effects are 

usually intrinsic to any devices, the better way to reduce such thermal effects is to better 
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design the device structure that would require minimum external circuit conditioning at 

high temperatures. 

The pressure sensor described in this thesis adopts a unique structure design and 

uses the unique properties of metal silicides, such as tatanlum silicide (TaSi 2  ) and 

platinum silicide (PtSi). Table 6.1 lists some properties of some silicides and high 

temperature metals normally encountered in VLSI development[22,23]. It can be seen 

from the table 6.1 that many choices can be made for coil materials from those listed in the 

table. However, considerations have to be taken for the device realization in device 

manufacture in addition to the matching the layer properties at elevated temperatures. In 

this regard, platinum or platinum silicide can be selected. Firstly, both Pt and PtSi have 

low resistivity( 30 µΩ-cm for PtSi and 10.6 µΩ-cm for Pt) and this makes them viable as 

the interconnect for low power dissipation devices. Secondly, both materials have high 

melting point above 1400°C, and this would make them stable and applicable for high 

temperature operation above 600°C. Lastly, direct wire bonding can be made on them 

without double deposition of metal films for out-connect wire bonding. Wire-bondable 

material is needed if other material is used as coil material. For most micromachined 

devices, post-micromachining deposition of contact materials and then applying 

photolithography is usually undesirable and sometimes impractical and should be avoided, 

which will be discussed later in chapter 7. 

The thermal stress a t,th between film and substrate is given by[24]  

where E, a, and v are Young's Modulus, thermal expansion coefficient and poison's ratio, 

respectively. The subscripts f and s refer the film and substrate respectively. The 

integration goes from ambient temperature To  to final temperature T. Because the 

substrate thickness is much larger than the oxide and coil metal thickness, the thermal 
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Table 6.1 Relevant properties of silicides and high temperature metals compared with 

silicon at 25 °C 

Resistivity 
µΩ µΩ	-cm 

Material Modulus 

Temperature 
Coefficient of 
Expansion 
pp 

Exp
m/K 

 

 

Melting Point 

° C 

Young's 

M GPa 

TiSi
2 	

(Co-sputtered) 

(Metal/poly-Si) 

25 

13-16 

12.5 1540 

TaSi 
2 

(Co-sputtered) 

(Metal/poly-Si) 

50-55 

35-45 

8.8, 10.7 2400 

MoSi 
2 
 (Co-sputtered) 100 8.75 1870 

WSi 
2 	

(Co-sputtered) 70 6.25, 7.90 2050 

NiSi
2 

50-60 12.06 

Pd Si (Metal/poly-Si) 30-35 

PtSi 
2 

(Metal/poly-Si) 28-35 

Pt 10.6 9.0 1774 

W 5.5 4.5 3415 410 

Ni 6.8 13.3 1455 

Cr 20 6.3 1900 

Mo 5.2 5.0 2625 343 

Pa 10.8 11.0 1552 

Si 2.44 1420 190 

Pyrex 7740 3.2 1050 

stress is largely deter 	mined by the substrate and the glass layer. Assuming constant 

thermal expansion coefficients, then the equation 6-9 can be rewritten as 
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The thickness of silicon dioxide is 4000 A, and the thickness of the coil metal film is 1000 
O 

A, much thinner than the silicon diaphragm, 5 um, the thermal stress is mainly determined 

by silicon diaphragm and the glass layer( 1 um ). In fact, silicon/silicon dioxide interface is 

quite thermal stable, which has long been proven in the microelectronics development. 

The glass used for our device is Pyrex from corning ( glass code is 7740 ). It has 

thermal expansion of coefficient fairly close to that of silicon from room temperature to 

500°C. Table 6.2 lists the thermal expansions of silicon and Pyrex in temperature range 

from -25 °C to 500°C[29]. This suggests that glass/silicon dioxide interface would have 

similar thermal behavior to silicon/silicon oxide interface. Therefore, it let us assume that 

the thermal stress is dominated by silicon substrate and Pyrex glass layer. 

We can roughly estimate the thermal stress between the substrate and the film. 

Assuming the worst case with the mismatch of thermal expansion of coefficient listed in 

table 6.2 between -25°C and 500°C, E f  =190GPa, equal to that of silicon, vs  = 0.3, the 

thermal stress σt,th  =5.7 MPa at 100°C and σt,th  =44 MPa at 500°C, respectively. These 

stresses are significant compared with mechanical stress in the diaphragm due to applied 

pressure onto the diaphragm at lower pressures. However, the general tendency is that the 

stress is released in some extent at higher temperatures. The above figures might have 

overestimated the thermal stress effects. 

The mechanical stress itself is also affected by temperature. The mechanical stress at 

the center of a square diaphragm is expressed by[19]  

(6-11) 

where P is the applied pressure differential, d and h are side length and thickness of the 

diaphragm, respectively. This stress is temperature dependent because the side length d is 

temperature dependent. d is related to temperature according to equation 



Table 6.2 Thermal expansion characteristics of silicon and 7740 Pyrex glass 

Temperature 

°C 

Thermal expansion coefficient of silicon 

αsi 	(p pm/' C} si 

Thermal expansion coefficient of Pyrex 

glass ( ppm/ C} 

-25 1.92 3.04 

0 2.2 3.2 

25 2.48 3.2 

50 2.72 3.2 

100 2.98 3.26 

150 3.28 3.26 

200 3.5 3.3 

250 3.66 3.28 

300 3.78 3.3 

350 3.86 3.32 

400 3.96 3.32 

450 4.02 3.32 

500 4.1 4.44 

d(T)=300(1+α∆T) 
	

(µm) 

=300(1+2.6 x10 -6(T-25)) 
	

(µm) 
	

(6-12) 

The thickness of the diaphragm can be assumed to have negligible dependence on 

temperature. With equations 6-11 and 6-12, it is easily seen how much the film stress is 

dependent upon temperature. The results are depicted in figure 6.7 

It is seen that the temperature effect on the mechanical stress within small deflection 

range is negligible even up to 500°C. This also reflects that pressure sensors based on 
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silicon as a mechanical membrane can be safely operated at temperatures up to 500°C or 

even higher temperatures without loosing much of its mechanical properties. 

Figure 6.7. Center stress of the diaphragm versus applied pressure at temperatures from 
-25°C to 500 °C. Note that this plot is independent of Young's modulus which is 
temperature sensitive 

6.2.2 Temperature Effects on Output Voltage 

The temperature effect on output voltage comes from different sources. The quantitative 

calculation of it is not simple because these different sources are generally interrelated to 

affect the diaphragm and then the output voltage. One source is the mismatch of thermal 
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expansion of coefficients between different materials that form the diaphragm, or called 

thermal mismatch. As is already described in the above section, the thermal mismatch 

should not have significant affect on the output voltage. Another obvious source is 

reflected from the diaphragm deflection, as depicted by equation 5-3 and recalled below 

for explicity 

Again, we assume the temperature dependence of diaphragm side length expressed by 

equation 6-12 and negligible temperature dependence for diaphragm thickness. When the 

operation temperature increases from 25 °C to 600 °C, the side length increases from 300 

pm to 300.5 µm according equation 6-12. However, temperature has significant effect on 

Young's modulus E of a material. Yet by now, there is no explicit analytical expression 

for the dependence of Young's modulus on temperature for silicon to the author's 

knowledge. The value of Young's modulus of silicon decreases with temperature, as being 

the case for all other materials. In general, its temperature dependence can be expressed as 

E(T) = 190 x 109  — β∆T 	( Pa ) 

where f3 is a constant. We can make a reasonable assumption, letting β= 70x 106 Pa/°C. 

This means that at 600 °C, the value of its Young's modulus will be decreased by one 

fourth of its room temperature value. This is quite reasonable. 

By substituting d(T) expressed in equation 6-12 and E(T) expressed above into g in 

equation 6-13, and then using equation 6-1, the dependence of output voltage on 

temperature can be calculated. The results are depicted in figure 6.8 for temperature range 

from -20°C to 600 °C. The values of current and frequency used in this calculation are 

assumed the same as those used in other chapters. It is seen that when the temperature 

increases, the output voltage increases at the same pressure. This is due to the increase in 

diaphragm deflection with temperature. At low pressures, the temperature effects are not 

so pronounced. Yet at high pressures, the temperature effects becomes significant. At 300 
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kPa, the output voltage at -20 °C is 157 mV. It becomes 240 mV at 600 °C. The 

variation in output voltage is 80 mV. The dynamic output voltage range is 120 mV at 

room temperature. The variation with temperature is significant comparing with the 

dynamic output range. However, if the sensor is aimed to operate in pressure range 

between 0 kPa and 200 kPa, the variation in output voltage is 20 mV, half the value of 

the dynamic output range at room temperature. The compensating circuitry is needed 

depending on specific applications. 

Figure 6.8. Output voltage V versus applied pressure differential 



CHAPTER 7 

PHYSICAL DESIGN OF THE SENSOR DEVICE 

The previous chapters have developed the electromechanical principles for the sensor 

design. In this chapter, we will discuss the physical design based on the established 

principles in the previous chapters. The high temperature pressure sensor is based on the 

wafer fusion bonding process and anistropic wet chemical etching technology. Therefore, 

this is a two-wafer processing: handle wafer and top wafer. The mask designs are done on 

the IC station of the MENTOR GRAPHICS version 8.2. 

7.1 Handle Wafer Masks Design 

There are two masks for the handle wafer processing. The first mask is the cavity 

patterning one as shown in figure A.1 in appendix A. 

The edge length of the square diaphragm is 300 µm. This edge length is chosen to 

get reasonable output voltage as we have already discussed before. On this MASK, an 

alignment mark is designed for the alignment of the second mask to the first one. 

The second mask for the handle wafer processing is the primary coil definition, as 

shown is figure A.2. Nine turns are designed on this level. The contact pads( wire 

bonding pads) are automatically formed at the same time the primary coil is defined, as 

shown also in the figure. 

The size of the bonding pads is 100 x 100 µm2 . On this mask, two alignment marks 

are designed. One is used to align the first level, and appeared to be a hatch cross. The 

other one is a bigger cross, used as the alignment mark when the top wafer and handle 

wafer are aligned in the bonding process. 

Figure A.3 shows the handle wafer pattern after the second mask is processed. It is 

shown in the figure that the primary coil sits in the center of the cavity, which is 36 
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wider on each side than the coil edge. The reason to design the coil in the center and leave 

36 µm spacing between the coil edge and the cavity edge is to get a more uniform 

deflection in the coil area and a more linear response to applied pressure, which will be 

discussed later in this chapter. 

7.2 Top Wafer Masks Design 

There also two masks for the top wafer processing. The first mask involves the definition 

of the diaphragm dimension. On this mask, the bright square field, shown in the figure 

A.4, is used to define the boron diffusion windows, which is 100 m lager on each side 

than the true deflect diaphragm. The rim area beyond the diaphragm is used as the wire 

bonding areas to the handle wafer. An align mark ( cross ) is designed on this mask for 

the alignment of the second mask. 

The second mask for the top wafer processing is a coil definition mask which is 

similar to the second mask for the handle wafer, as shown in figure A.5. Two align marks 

are appeared on this mask. One is for the alignment to the first one, the other is used to 

align the handle wafer for wafer bonding. 

Figure A.6 plots out the top wafer pattern after the second mask is processed. As 

we mentioned before, the primary coil sits in the center on the cavity and the secondary 

coil in the center of the diaphragm. After the handle wafer and the top wafer are bonded 

together, the two coils directly face to each other. It is designed such that it gives the best 

coupling between the two coils and the largest output voltage. 

We recall that the magnetic flux concentrates mainly to the area very close to the 

coil, and decreases quickly with the distance away from the coil. The flux contribution of 

one turn in the other tends to reduce the total magnetic flux in the coil. Therefore, the 

displacement from the symmetrical lay-out between the two coils is undesirable. 

The deflection of the edge-fixed diaphragm is usually non-uniform and non-linear in 

response to an applied pressure, especially in the area close to the diaphragm edge. 
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However, the deflection in the center area in more linear than that in the edge area. If 

there is enough spacing between the "active"(coil) area and the edge, the deflection of the 

coil area can generally be treated uniform. This reflects a more linear output. 

Finally, in figure A.7, a complete sensor chipgraphy is depicted after the completion 

of the full mask processing. The cross sectional view of the sensor was shown in figure 

3.1. 

For the sake of comparison, different sized sensors from 100 m to 400 µm edge 

length are also designed, as appeared in figure A.7. 



CHAPTER 8 

SENSOR FABRICATION 

In this chapter, sensor fabrication will be presented. Some key processing steps such as 

boron diffusion and KOH etching for diaphragm formation will be discussed in detail. 

This is two-wafer processing: handle wafer and top wafer processing. 

8.1 Device Processing 

The sensor fabrication starts with double polished (100) n-Si wafers. It is done first by 

oxidizing the silicon wafers to get a oxide thickness of 1µm. Then the cavity window is 

opened by photolithography on the handle wafer and a boron diffusion window on the top 

wafer. After the cavity is etched 2µm down to the handle wafer by KOH solution and 

boron is heavily doped 5 pm deep into the top wafer, metal is sputter deposited on to 

both the handle wafer and top wafer. Primary and secondary coils are defined by 

lithography and buffered HF etching. This is followed by sputtering a layer of Pyrex glass 

onto the top wafer. The two wafers are then aligned and bonded by heating them to above 

800 °C for 30 minutes. After the backside etch by KOH of the top wafer, and pads reveal 

by buffered HF, sensor 	chips are realized. A full processing flow is presented in 

appendix B. 

8.2 Discussions of Some Critical Processing Steps 

8.2.1 Silicon Wafer Bonding 

Silicon-silicon bonding has growing importance for silicon-on-insulator processing[25], 

wafer-scale packaging[261, and silicon micromechanical sensors, actuators and other 

microstructures[27]. The silicon wafer bonding was firstly presented by Lasky in 1985[28]  

as an alternative method for the fabrication of SOI devices. As the sensor and transducer 
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technologies march on, there are increasing interests in the investigations on silicon wafer 

bonding. Extensive work has been done to develop various bonding techniques for silicon 

micromechanical sensors. There were very good review papers for silicon wafer bonding techniques[29-31] 

 

Basically, silicon direct bonding with or without thermal oxide usually requires high 

temperatures above 1000 °C. High temperature operation will cause carriers re-

distribution and therefore modify the device properties. This is true for piezoresistive-type 

sensors. Further more, this technique is applicable to wafers with flat surfaces. If this 

technique has to be chosen, the surface needs to be treated for good bonding. 

Another widely investigated wafer bonding technique is based on some kinds of low 

temperature glass as an intermediate layer by applying or without applying the external 

field. If an external electrical field is applied, it is called anodic bonding. However, anodic 

bonding is usually possible only when at least one wafer is not oxidized and applicable 

generally to the bonding of two wafers with flat surfaces. If oxide is grown on one or both 

wafers, and one wafer or both wafers are patterned , anodic bonding is not applicable. In 

this case, silicon fusion bonding based on an intermediate layer has to be used. 

Specific bonding technique should be chosen according to specific applications. In 

this thesis, neither silicon direct bonding nor anodic bonding is applicable because both 

wafers have oxide on them and both wafers are patterned in our case. Therefore, silicon 

fusion bonding is used with the help of a glass as an intermediate layer. 

When used as an intermediate layer, the glass should satisfy some requirements such 

as thermal match, sealing temperature, and glass form that determines the specific 

processing technique. In table 8-1, the basic properties are listed for some glasses which 

could be considered as low temperature sealing applications. 
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Table 8.1 The basic properties of some glasses for low temperature 
silicon wafer bonding applications 

Glass type Thermal expansion 

x 10 6 /K (0-300°C) 

Softening point 

°C , 10 7.6 poise 

Sealing Temp. 

°C 

Max. service Temp. 

°C 

7070* 3.20 1025 431 

7574* 3.40 644 750 725 

7723* 3.50 770 810 455 

9108* 5.32 742 950 471 

9119* 5.30 754 950 440 

G017-002# 3.6 650 700 

G017-344# 4.3 600 650 

G017-339# 4.7 370 450 

7740** 821 950 

7570** 440 

* Corning glass 

# Schottglas 

**I\vaki Glass 

The sensor described in this thesis is supposed to work at temperatures up to 600 

°C, the glass should be stable at 600 °C. In this regard, Pyrex glass(#7740 Corning Glass 

Company) is chosen. Pyrex glass has thermal expansion of coefficient fairly close to that 

of silicon in a wide temperature range as we have discussed in chapter 6. Pyrex glass has a 

softening point of 820 °C, and melting point of around 1050 °C. The bonding 

temperature must exceed the softening point. 950 °C is suggested by Corning Glass 

Company as sealing temperature. 

The bonding is done by firstly sputtering a thin layer of Pyrex glass(1-2 µm) on to 

one of the two patterned wafer, then the two wafers are carefully aligned and held in place 

and the attached wafer-pair is put into furnace at 950 °C for 15 minutes with the presence 

of oxygen. In this step, it is important to hold the wafer-pair in alignment, because 
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displacement may occur after the glass is melted and it will fail the all efforts in the 

foregoing device fabrication. 

8.2.2 Backside Etch of Top Wafer 

Technically, there are two major technologies for etching silicon. One is wet etching and 

the other is dry etching. Wet etching can further be divided into chemical etching and 

electrochemical etching. Both chemical and electrochemical etching are widely used 

methods in the micromechanic fabrications. Dry etching such as reactive ion etching(RIE) 

and plasma etching are routinely used in IC processing and are being introduced into 

micromechanical fabrications. Dry etching, However, generally gives rough etching 

surfaces, especially with deep dry etching. Therefore, anistropical wet etching is the most 

widely used method for silicon microfabrication[32] . 

The most widely used etchant are KOH, EPW and TMAH. The former is less toxic 

and can give a very good etch surface if properly handled in etching processing. The 

disadvantage is that KOH also has large etch rate for silicon dioxide and metals. Etchant 

EPW has a very low etch rate for silicon dioxide and metals, but it is very toxicating and 

needs special handling in etching process. In this thesis, KOH is suggested for both cavity 

and backside etching of the top wafer in two reasons: I) KOH solution is the least 

toxicating etchant and needs no special handling, and 2) the etching can be easily 

performed and controlled. In our case, silicon dioxide is removed from the whole 

backside surface of the top wafer, pattern protection is not needed, the back surface of the 

handle wafer is protected by a thin layer of silicon nitride film. KOH etches silicon nitride 

very slowly compared with silicon. Therefore, the fast etching rate of Si02  is not critical 

in the etching process. The diaphragm thickness is controlled by a heavy boron diffusion 

which acts as an etch stop. 



CHAPTER 9 

EXPERIMENTS ON ALUMINUM FOIL COILS 

In order to best understand the sensor performance, scaling experiments are done based 

on aluminum foil coils. In this regard, different glass layers are sandwiched between the 

different sized coils for the simulation of the real device performance. The experiment are 

based on a 200 µm x 200 µm diaphragm and 6 turn-coil device. So the aluminum foil 

coils are made 500, 1250, 2500 and 5000 times the micromachined coils, respectively. The 

coil line width, turn pitches and coil gaps are also enlarged accordingly. The specific 

parameters are listed in the following: 

Coil 
Parameter 

Real coil 

Pm 

500x coil 
mm 

1250x coil 
mm 

2500x coil 
mm 

5000xcoil 
mm 

a 4 2 5 10 20 

b 8 4 10 20 40 

g 2 1 2.5 5 10 

coil pitch 8 4 10 20 40 

The experiment results are shown in figure 9.1 for the zero pressure differential 

case. The plotted line is the best fit to single layer metal the experimental results. One 

result from a double level metal coil is also shown (with a triangle point) for comparison. 

It can be seen that the output voltage per unit current per MHz increases as the 

dimension increases. The experimental points fit fairly well in a straight line. The double 

level coil shows a 4x lager output. The output voltage of the sensor scales approximately 

propotional to the physical scaling factor. 
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Figure 9.1 Sensor device dimension scaling experiments. The calculation result for a 6 
turn device is shown as indicated. The other four points represent the outputs from the 
aluminum foil coils of 500, 1250, 2500 and 5000 times of the real device dimension. One 
experimental result for double level coil device is also shown for comparison. 



CHAPTER 10 

CONCLUSIONS 

This thesis presents the design for a high temperature pressure sensor. The design is based 

on the electromagnetic induction principle and silicon micromachining technology. Silicon 

pressure sensors based on this design can be operated at temperatures up to 600°C if 

appropriate conductor and adhesive materials are chosen. Modeling predicts an output 

voltage span of 78 mV at room temperature with an applied alternate current amplitude of 

100 mA and frequency of 200 MHz for a sensor with diaphragm dimension of 300 µmx 

300 µm and thickness of 5µm and pressure range of 0- 400 kPa, and single layer coils. 

This output voltage is moderately high for practical applications. The sensitivity and 

dynamic range of these sensors can be varied over a large range by changing the 

diaphragm thickness and area. Higher output and lower frequency are possible with 

multiple level primary and/or secondary coils. Experiments on aluminum foil coils confirm 

that the sensor's output can be increased by designing double level or multilevel metal 

coils. 

Device processing is proposed in detail. Wafer bonding and backside etching for 

diaphragm formation are the two major steps in realizing a full device and are discussed in 

detail. Platinum silicide is adopted as coil material to attain high temperature operation. 

Pyrex glass is proposed as an adhesive bond material for the intermediate layer between 

wafers because it provides a fairly good thermal match with silicon over a wide range of 

temperatures from -20 °C to 500 °C. In this thesis, the cavity must be sealed in a vacuum 

in order to reduce the effects of residual gas within the sealed cavity. 

This thesis concludes that a magnetic coupled silicon pressure sensor is feasible for 

operation up to 500 °C. 
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APPENDIX A 

MASK LAYOUT 

Figure A.1. The first mask for cavity definition on handle wafer 
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Figure A.2 Mask for primary coil definition on handle wafer 
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Figure A.3 Device pattern on the handle wafer after the processing of primary coil 
etching 
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Figure A.4 Boron diffusion mask for the definition of diaphragm area 



Figure A.5 Secondary coil definition mask 
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Figure A.6 Pattern layout on the top wafer after secondary coil defined 
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Figure A.7 The pattern layout for the whole device chip after the completion of 
device processing 



APPENDIX B 

SENSOR FABRICATION PROCESS FLOW 

1. Handle Wafer Processing Steps 

1. Wafer cleaning and oxidation 

2. Photolithography(Cavity definition ( mask 1 )) 

3. Oxide etch 

4. Cavity etch 
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5. Wafer re-oxidation 

6. Coil metal deposition ( Platinum silicide ) 

7. Primary coil definition( Mask 2 ) 

8. Platinum silicide etch 

9. Glass deposition( Sputtering ) 
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2. Top Wafer Processing 

1. Wafer cleaning and oxidation 

2. Diaphragm definition 

Oxide etch 

4. Boron diffusion 



Secondary coil definition ( Same as that for handle wafer ) 

7. Platinum silicide etching 
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Heavily boron-diffused area 

5. Coil metal sputtering 

Heavily boron-diffused area 

8. Sputter glass layer 
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3. Double Wafer Processing 

1. Wafer bonding 

2. 	Remove oxide from the backside of the top wafer 

3. 	Backside etching silicon of the top wafer 
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